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Hezbollah Will Attack on American Soil if U.S. Enters
Israel War: Retired Colonel
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Last week, Iranian-backed groups launched
drone and rocket attacks against bases that
American soldiers use in Syria and Iraq,
according to U.S. officials. Biden
administration officials have said the United
States is ready to respond if American
personnel or armed forces become the
target of any such attacks. Meanwhile,
retired U.S. Army Colonel Douglas
Macgregor warned that if the United States
continues to get involved, Islamic terrorists
will likely attack on American soil. 

Also, Minneapolis-based award-winning journalist Liz Collin joins us to discuss the latest in the
politically motivated imprisonment of Derek Chauvin; Oregon government schools are pitching
proficiency tests in what seems to be another race-motivated move; and carbon-capture pipeline
opponents just got a huge boost after a major pipeline company announced it was quitting due to
“unpredictable regulations.” The CEO of The John Birch Society joins us to discuss how JBS involvement
played a major role in stopping one carbon-capture pipeline, and it can do the same to stop them all.  

RELATED

Read “Iran Warns Gaza War May be Out of Control, Israeli Minister Threatens to Eradicate Iran’s
Leaders, Pentagon Warns Iran”

Read “Prosecutor’s Memo: ME Said Floyd’s Blood Contained ‘Fatal Level’ of Fentanyl“

Take Action: Learn more about the war on farmers and getting involved in stopping carbon-capture
pipelines HERE
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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